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Chapter 791
When Mufan’s real estate was in chaos, the faces of Lei Aoting, Wang
Yuchen, and Li Xueqi were very ugly.

The three of them never thought that Wu Yong would be so crazy.

Even the three prominent families in Noirfork don’t take it seriously!

What does he want to do?

Does he want to go against the sky?

“Wu Yong, I warn you for the last time.”

“You will definitely regret your behavior today!” Li Xueqi’s face flushed red with
anger, and at this time she yelled at Wu Yong.

This is Wrilfill, Lei Aoting and Wang Yuchen, they can’t live in the place, they
can be forgiven!

After all, this place does not belong to their sphere of influence.



But now, Wu Yong doesn’t even give her face, this is undoubtedly hitting their
Li family in the face of Mr. Chu.

Li Xueqi, of course feel angry!

“Oh, make me regret it?” Wu Yong smiled contemptuously, “Just you? A
woman?” “You three press me, I am not afraid of me, let alone you alone?” “If
this is your brother and second master? Personally, Wu Yong can still believe
in three points.”

“As for you, do you think you are worthy?” Wu Yong sneered, his
contemptuous and arrogant expression, like a high-ranking monarch, looking
down on an ant.

The arrogant tone made Li Xueqi and others gritted their teeth.

Finally, at this time, Mark, who had been drinking tea in silence, slowly put
down the cup in his hand.

Just when Mark got up to take a shot, who could have imagined that a
majestic and cold shout came out quietly outside the company.

“Then what about me?” The sound was like muffled thunder, with a
long-standing majesty.

When the voice sounded, everyone felt that it was like a thunderstorm, which
exploded.

Swipe it~ For a while, everyone on the scene looked at everything.

Outside the gate, a number of black Audi cars had stopped.

When the car door opened, several middle-aged men in suits and shoes
walked toward each other.



They walked calmly, and they were full of prestige.

From the moment these people appeared, everyone only felt that a surging
and noble aura was oncoming!

That kind of majesty, that kind of temperament, as if engraved in the bones of
these people.

The moment Simon Qiu and others saw them, they felt a huge pressure, like
walking on thin ice like an abyss.

“This…this is?” Simon Qiu and the others were shocked, and even Wu Yong’s
expression had changed.

As for the best friends of Wu Tian and Nangong Ling, their legs began to
tremble uncontrollably.

However, who could have imagined that just as Wu Yong and others’
complexions changed drastically, Terrisa Qiu and Silviana Wang’s mother and
daughter suddenly walked out and shouted angrily at the old men dressed in
doglike appearances in front of them.

“Where’s the thing that doesn’t have eyes?” “Don’t you see that Young Master
Wu is doing business, do you dare to disturb?” “It’s such a brave!” Terrisa
Qiu’s mother and daughter pointed to the person in front of them, nothing else
Said, slapped head and face is a round of curse.

Obviously, this grabbing Helen Qiu was repeatedly blocked by someone,
which undoubtedly made Terrisa Qiu’s mother and daughter very unhappy.

Now that they have finally settled Lei Aoting and the others, a few idiots who
didn’t know where they came out came to stir up shit again.

Terrisa Qiu and the others were naturally impatient and cursed immediately.



“My second Olympic!” “Shall I go to Nima?” When Wu Yong saw this, his
whole body was almost frightened. In furious, this young master Wu walked
up to the front and slapped Terrisa Qiu directly. 00157c37 The mother and
daughter were pumped on the ground.

“Wu Shao, what are you doing?”

this is?

Simon Qiu and the others were full of amazement, even Wu Yong’s
complexion had changed. As for the best friends of Wu Yong, Wang Tian and
Nangong Ling, their legs began to tremble uncontrollably. However, who
could. It occurred to him that just as Wu Yong and others’ expressions
changed drastically, Terrisa Qiu and Silviana Wang’s mother and daughter
suddenly walked out and shouted angrily at the old men dressed like dogs in
front of them. s things?

“Did you not see Young Master Wu doing business? Do you dare to disturb?”

“It’s such a daring thing!”

“Terrisa Qiu’s mother and daughter pointed to the person in front of them,
without saying anything, they were swearing at each other. Obviously, this
caught Helen Qiu, but someone repeatedly blocked it, undoubtedly let Terrisa
Qiu’s mother The two women were very unhappy. Now they have finally
settled Lei Aoting and the others, but in the end, a few idiots who popped up
without knowing where they came to stir up shit. Terrisa Qiu and the others
were naturally impatient, and immediately shouted. Second Austria!

“Shall I go to Nima?”

When Wu Yong saw this, his whole person was almost lost in fright. In furious,
the young master Wu walked forward and slapped one person, and directly
drew Terrisa Qiu 00157c37 mother and daughter to the ground. “Wu Shao,
What are you doing?



“

this is?

Simon Qiu and others were shocked, and even Wu Yong’s complexion had
changed. As for the best friends of Wu Yong, Wang Tian and Nangong Ling,
their legs began to tremble uncontrollably. However, who could. It occurred to
him that just as Wu Yong and others’ expressions changed drastically, Terrisa
Qiu and Silviana Wang’s mother and daughter suddenly walked out, and
shouted angrily at the old men dressed like dogs in front of them. s things?

“Did you not see Young Master Wu doing business? Do you dare to disturb?”

“It’s such a daring thing!”

“Terrisa Qiu’s mother and daughter pointed to the person in front of them,
without saying a word, they were swearing at each other. Obviously, this
caught Helen Qiu, but someone repeatedly blocked it, undoubtedly let Terrisa
Qiu’s mother The two women were very unhappy. Now they have finally
settled Lei Aoting and the others, but in the end, a few idiots who came out of
nowhere, started to stir up shit. Terrisa Qiu and the others were naturally
impatient, and immediately shouted. Second Austria!

“Shall I go to Nima?”

When Wu Yong saw this, his whole body was almost lost in fright. In furious,
the young master of the Wu family stepped forward and slapped Terrisa Qiu
00157c37 directly on the ground. “Wu Shao, What are you doing?

“
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Terrisa Qiu and Silviana Wang’s mother and daughter were dumbfounded,
and they almost cried with their faces aggrieved.

The Terrisa Qiu mothers really couldn’t figure it out. How could they be beaten
instead for defending Wu Yong?

“What are you doing?” “Nyma!” “Two shameless ladies~” Wu Yong couldn’t
wait to kick these two things that are not enough to succeed.

Then, with full of trepidation, he hurried out to meet him.

“Dad, you… why are you here too?” Wu Yong smiled with a guilty conscience
and said in a low voice respectfully, but his forehead was already covered with
cold sweat.

what?

dad?

But after hearing Wu Yongzhi’s words, the full house was stagnant.

Terrisa Qiu’s mother and daughter were also shocked.

What is going on here?

Could it be… Just when a terrible thought began to emerge in everyone’s
hearts, behind him, the loud voice of the singer boy, and in an instant,
resounded through the sky.

“Wrilfill Municipal Party Committee Leader, Dong Peiming is here!” … “Wrilfill
Municipal Party Committee Leader, Wang Dong is here!” … “Wrilfill Municipal
Party Committee Leader, Han Donghai is here!” …. “Wrilfill Municipal Party
Committee…Secretary, Ferguson Wu is here!” Boom~ Like a series of
thunders, there is a continuous explosion in the world.



Almost instantly, the audience was shocked.

Here the world is silent!

Everyone was struck in place by thunder.

Terrisa Qiu’s eyes widened!

Silviana Wang gasped!

Qiuguang’s expression trembled!

As for Jiang Hong, he was so scared that he squatted directly on the ground.

book…

Secretary, are you here?

God!

4d9d1606 Today, what is going on?

Many people have been completely frightened, and the tremor is beyond
repetitive.

The Qiu family almost set off a terrible storm in their hearts.

And when the Mufan real estate was full of tremors, in the Yulong Hotel
opposite, he obviously heard the arrival of Ferguson Wu and others.

When the names of Wang Donglai, Ferguson Wu and others sounded, in the
Yulong Hotel, it was undoubtedly like a boulder falling into the sea, setting off
a thousand waves.



In a moment, the whole hall was full of guests, and their bodies trembled.

After that, these people who came to congratulate Qiu Shui Logistics could no
longer sit still, and got up one after another, rushing towards the outside in a
hurry.

Even the boss of the Yulong Hotel turned around and ran downstairs, shouting
excitedly while running.

“Old Qiu, amazing, amazing!” “A celebration in your Qiu family, not only Young
Master Wu came to congratulate him, but now even Wu Shi himself has come
personally.”

“This movement has gone big, it has gone big.”

~” “In the future of your Qiu family, this is going to be against the sky.”

“No, I have to go out to meet him.”

The boss of Yulong Hotel said excitedly, and then he rushed out of the hotel.

Elder Qiu was undoubtedly unable to sit still.

Before the Lei family came from the Chen family, he did not go out.

Just because Lei Aoting are all juniors.

Even if the background is extraordinary, a group of melon wives is
undoubtedly not qualified to let an old man of his age to meet him personally.

But now, Ferguson Wu is here.

In front of Wu Shi, Father Qiu undoubtedly no longer dared to put on airs
anymore, and quickly got up.



“Quickly~” “Help me out quickly.”

“Everyone, go out with me to welcome Wu Shi’s arrival.”

“Haha~” Old man Qiu laughed, his old face almost bloomed with excitement.

These people obviously don’t know the situation outside.

I only think that this Ferguson Wu is also the same as his son’s intention, but
also for their Qiu family, congratulations!

The lord of the city has come, and their Qiu family is undoubtedly pretending
to be broken.

Guangzong Yaozu, this is the time!

Father Qiu, how can you not be excited?

Even the boss of the Yulong Hotel turned around and ran downstairs, shouting
excitedly while running.

“Old Qiu, amazing, amazing!” “For a celebration in your Qiu family, not only
Young Master Wu came to congratulate him, but now even Wu Shi himself
has come in person.”

“This movement has gone, and it has gone. ~” “In the future of your Qiu family,
this is going to be against the sky.”

“No, I have to go out to meet him.”

The boss of Yulong Hotel said excitedly, and then he rushed out of the hotel.

Elder Qiu was undoubtedly unable to sit still.



Before the Lei family came from the Chen family, he did not go out.

Just because Lei Aoting are all juniors.

Even if the background is extraordinary, a group of melon wives is
undoubtedly not qualified to let an old man of his age to meet him personally.

But now, Ferguson Wu is here.

In front of Wu Shi, Father Qiu undoubtedly no longer dared to put on airs
anymore, and quickly got up.

“Quickly~” “Help me out quickly.”

“Everyone, go out with me to welcome Wu Shi’s arrival.”

“Haha~” Old man Qiu laughed, his old face almost bloomed with excitement.

These people obviously don’t know the situation outside.

I only think that this Ferguson Wu is also the same as his son’s intention, but
also for their Qiu family, congratulations!

The lord of the city has come, and their Qiu family is undoubtedly pretending
to be broken.

Guangzong Yaozu, this is the time!

Father Qiu, how can you not be excited?

Even the boss of the Yulong Hotel turned around and ran downstairs, shouting
excitedly while running.



“Old Qiu, amazing, amazing!” “A celebration in your Qiu family, not only Young
Master Wu came to congratulate him, but now even Wu Shi himself has come
personally.”

“This movement has gone big, it has gone big.”

~” “In the future of your Qiu family, this is going to be against the sky.”

“No, I have to go out to meet him.”

The boss of Yulong Hotel said excitedly, and then he rushed out of the hotel.

Elder Qiu was undoubtedly unable to sit still.

Before the Lei family came from the Chen family, he did not go out.

Just because Lei Aoting are all juniors.

Even if the background is extraordinary, a group of melon wives is
undoubtedly not qualified to let an old man of his age to meet him personally.

But now, Ferguson Wu is here.

In front of Wu Shi, Father Qiu undoubtedly no longer dared to put on airs
anymore, and quickly got up.

“Quickly~” “Help me out quickly.”

“Everyone, go out with me to welcome Wu Shi’s arrival.”

“Haha~” Old man Qiu laughed, his old face almost bloomed with excitement.

These people obviously don’t know the situation outside.



I only think that this Ferguson Wu is also the same as his son’s intention, but
also for their Qiu family, congratulations!

The lord of the city has come, and their Qiu family is undoubtedly pretending
to be broken.

Guangzong Yaozu, this is the time!

Father Qiu, how can you not be excited?

In front of Wu Shi, Father Qiu undoubtedly no longer dared to put on airs
anymore, and quickly got up.

“Quickly~” “Help me out quickly.”

“Everyone, go out with me to welcome Wu Shi’s arrival.”

“Haha~” Old man Qiu laughed, his old face almost bloomed with excitement.

These people obviously don’t know the situation outside.

I only think that this Ferguson Wu is also the same as his son’s intention, but
also for their Qiu family, congratulations!

The lord of the city has come, and their Qiu family is undoubtedly pretending
to be broken.

Guangzong Yaozu, this is the time!

Father Qiu, how can you not be excited?
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At this time, the full room of guests in Yulong Hotel, after hearing Ferguson
Wu and others arrived, swarmed out and greeted Ferguson Wu one after
another.

The look of Ferguson Wu, Wang Donglai and others with low eyebrows,
nodding and bowing, was extremely respectful.

These corporate bosses, who usually dominate and show off their strengths,
are undoubtedly very low in front of Ferguson Wu at this time.

Seeing such a scene, the onlookers around were envy and emotion.

What is power?

This is power!

There is no need to say a word or do a thing at all. Just hearing their names
attracts a crowd of guests and rushes.

All the wealthy people in the courtyard come to worship.

There is no complaint. To Ferguson Wu, this man in the courtyard, he is
undoubtedly heartfelt awe and admiration!

In Wrilfill, in addition to Ericson Li of the Li family, who else can dare to ask the
whole city with this kind of prestige and influence?

!

“Big man, so be it!” Among the crowd, there was a young man with torch-like
eyebrows.

It was at this time in my heart that he set his ambitions.



And when these Qiu family guests ran out to greet Ferguson Wu, in the hotel,
with the support of the Qiu family, Mr. Qiu undoubtedly walked out with a smile
on his face and the scenery was boundless.

“Keep off, get out of everything!” “Lord Qiu’s arrival, let me get out of it~” “Lord
Qiu’s meeting with Wu Shi is delayed. Can you bear it?” At this time, Simon
Qiu’s wife was supporting him while supporting him. He cursed the guests
who stood in the way in front of him and pushed them aside.

Soon, Mr. Qiu was escorted by the Qiu family to Ferguson Wu and the others.

“Haha~80092988” “Unexpectedly, my Qiu Shui logistics ribbon-cutting
celebration can also let Wu Shi come to the scene to congratulate my Qiu
family.”

“I am Simpson Qiu, it is a great honor.”

“Quick, Wu Shi, don’t I’m standing here.”

“Hurry and follow me to the hotel. Our Qiu’s family must give Wu Shi and a
toast.”

“Thank Wu Shi for coming.”

“Before that, let’s take a picture. While laughing, Simpson Qiu stepped forward
to pull Ferguson Wu’s arm, and at the same time asked Simon Qiu and the
others to quickly take pictures of them, and then wash out the pictures and
hang them in the old house of the Qiu family. What a beautiful scenery.

At this time, the old man Qiu noticed that Ferguson Wu was still carrying a gift,
and the old man immediately became happier.

“Haha~” “Wu City is so polite.”



“It is a great honour for our Qiu family to be able to come, and even bring
gifts?” “But since Wu City has shown his heart, I also accepted the old man.
“The old man Qiu smiled triumphantly. Ferguson Wu hadn’t said to send it off,
but he had already reached out to ask for it.

“Presumptuous!” “What do you want to do?” “Where is the bad old man? Do
you dare to grab things from Wu City?” Ferguson Wu did not speak, but the
assistant on the side suddenly drank angrily when he saw it, and took the fall.
The old man pushed aside.

If it hadn’t been for Simon Qiu and others to hold him back, I guess Mr. Qiu
would be pushed to the ground and couldn’t get up.

Father Qiu was stunned in an instant.

Assistant Ferguson Wu’s push was like a slap on the face of Mr. Qiu.

At that time, the old man’s old face turned red into pig’s hoofs, and he looked
at Ferguson Wu with doubts: “Wu Shi, what do you mean?” However, no one
cares about this old thing’s words.

After the assistant pushed Mr. Qiu away, Ferguson Wu looked cold and stern,
and walked up the steps toward the hall of Mufan Real Estate!

“Dad, I was wrong, don’t you…”

Seeing his father walking forward, Wu Yong thought that his father was here
to teach him the wrongdoing, so he was frightened and panicked and bowed
his head again and again to apologize. .

However, the next moment, something unexpected happened to everyone.

Chapter 794



I saw that Ferguson Wu pushed Wu Yong aside as if he hadn’t seen his son.

At that time, Wu Yong was stunned, thinking what his father wanted to do?

What are you pushing him for?

But later Wu Yong found out that he was a little bit early in a daze.

I saw Ferguson Wu. After pushing Wu Yong away, he stepped forward and
walked to the wine table.

Then, in the shock and violent gazes of everyone, the lord of the city, the man
in charge of millions of citizens, actually bent over, and with the most
respectful tone and the most respectful voice, facing the one in front of you A
thin young man congratulated: “I, Ferguson Wu, on behalf of Wrilfill City, come
to congratulate her husband!” “And present a pair of congratulatory letters.”

“Jin uses this couplet, I wish Mufan Real Estate a good business!” “Mr. ,
Flourishing!” At this time, the autumn breeze was lonely and the fallen leaves
fluttered.

Under the high hall, Ferguson Wu respectfully worshipped, but his low voice
was quietly exploding in the heaven and earth.

After Ferguson Wu, all those who came with him also stepped forward,
respecting the handsome and thin man in front of him.

“It coincides with the opening day of Mufan Real Estate~” “I’m Han Dongmin~”
“I Wang Donglai~” “I Dong Peiming~” “I wish Mufan Real Estate a great
wealth!” “Mr. Wish the career of Mufan, flourish!” “I wish Mufan Industry, All
over the world~” ….. The voices one after another, like the waves of the sky,
are reverberating one after another under nine days.

The voice of respect and the words of respect converge into a stream,
impacting the world.



“This…this…”

“This…”

Seeing the scene before him, everyone present was completely confused.

The silence of the whole hall!

The sound of a needle falling can almost be heard.

Only the breeze swept through, the fallen leaves fluttered, and the
congratulations from Ferguson Wu and others f62b8c08 echoed.

At this moment, Terrisa Qiu stayed, Silviana Wang stayed, everyone in the Qiu
family stayed.

Father Qiu was even more stunned, his old eyes widened, his body trembled,
and his eyes almost jumped out.

“This… how is this possible?” “Why…

How could it be him?

!

!

“The old man Qiu’s face is pale, his brain is humming. Before that, the old
man Qiu thought that Ferguson Wu, like his son, came to congratulate his Qiu
family. But he did not expect that Ferguson Wu, Wang Donglai, etc. It turned
out to be Mark! It turned out to be Mark! Congratulations, it turned out to be
Mufan real estate! It was the Mufan real estate owned by Qiu’s wife and
daughter Helen Qiu? But, how is this possible? No one I can feel the
astonishment in Old Man Qiu’s heart at this time. Not only him, everyone in



the Qiu family has red eyes, and they are desperately looking at the scene
before them. Even the people in Mufan’s real estate are undoubtedly caught
in front of them. The scene gave a deep tremor. The Sherry Han and his wife
opened their mouths wide, and almost forgot to breathe because of shock.
Helen Qiu’s beautiful eyes were shocked and unbelievable. Du Juan and
other employees of Mufan Real Estate are all like seeing each other. Like a
ghost, his body was trembling, and he couldn’t help but gasp. The only person
in this full house who can keep calm, maybe only the one who is on the cusp
of the storm, Mark. Facing everyone, Mark has no expression on his face, for
a long time. No words. On the contrary, the wind lightly picked up the teapot
and filled himself with a cup of tea. He took a sip of tea, and then coldly
replied…

Chapter 795
“Congratulations?” “I don’t think cb90a970 is necessary.”

“Wu City, your congratulations, our Mufan real estate can’t stand it.”

“A few minutes ago, the son insisted that our Mufan real estate was illegally
operated and tax evaded. , Firefighting is not up to standard, we have to seal
up our Mufan property and have my wife to be taken back for interrogation?”
“You said, we are a company that is about to collapse, a company that
violates laws and disciplines, and a company that has been arbitrarily planted
and framed. Can you bear your congratulations from Wu Shi?” Mark shook his
head and smiled while holding the tea cup.

The cold laughter was full of sarcasm and displeasure.

Moreover, when he said this, Mark didn’t even look at Ferguson Wu. He still
sat there quietly sipping the strong tea in the cup.

Seeing Mark so arrogant and rude.



Sherry Han and Melson and his wife on the side were already scared crazy at
the time.

His face was pale, and he yelled at Mark when he walked over.

“Mark, you are a waste of money, are you crazy?” “You dare to say that to Wu
Shi?” “You want to kill our family?!” However, Sherry Han just finished saying
this, and Lei Aoting slapped him. He pumped up and slapped Sherry Han to
the ground.

“Bastard thing!” “Is this for you to talk about?” “If you are not Mr. Qiu’s mother,
do you know that with your words, you can die here!” Lei Aoting didn’t scare
her.

At the beginning of the Taishan Martial Arts Association, Wu Herong swept
across the 18th Dadi City of Noirfork, but Mr. Chu cut him off the horse with
one move.

Killing Wu Herong is just like slaughtering chickens and dogs!

Then Mr. Chu ruled Noirfork, let Chen Ao and others respect it.

Today, Sherry Han is no more than a woman who has no power to restrain the
chicken, but she has offended Mr. Chu one after another. If this is normal,
there is no need for Mr. Chu to act personally. After knowing this, Ericson and
others will probably kill it directly. The woman.

But after all, she is Helen Qiu’s mother and Mr. Chu’s mother-in-law.

Naturally, Lei Aoting and others did not dare to really kill Sherry Han!

Now that he slapped him with the slap, it was to see that Mr. Chu’s
mother-in-law deceived too much, and insulted Mr. Chu one after another. Lei
Aoting couldn’t pass it, and just slapped her twice.



As for no matter how ruthless it is, Lei Aoting undoubtedly dare not use it.

In case the idiot woman was really taken out, Helen Qiu blamed it, Lei Aoting
estimated that Mr. Chu would be close to his wife by then, and he would
definitely listen to her wife and punish him.

Therefore, even if Lei Aoting hated Sherry Han and his wife incomparably, he
did not dare to attack him.

However, the slap that Lei Aoting had just now clearly shocked Sherry Han.

The old lady was so scared that she lay on the ground and didn’t dare to
move. Maybe she was really afraid that Lei Aoting would kill her again, right?

No one cared about Sherry Han being beaten.

This kind of idiot is an insignificant role from beginning to end.

If it wasn’t the reason for her to give birth to Helen Qiu, otherwise, a figure like
this kind of clown would not be qualified to stand here.

At this time, Marksen’s cold voice still echoed in Ferguson Wu’s ears.

At that time, Ferguson Wu’s expression was stagnant, and he said in shock:
“What?” “You want to seize Mufan’s property?” “Catch your wife?” “Is there
anything else?” These words of Mark will make Ferguson Wu’s heart tremble
tomorrow. , Is obviously a little frightened.

For the young man in front of him, Ferguson Wu obviously knows some
details about him.

The last time Ren Han detained Mark, Chen Ao and Ericsonjin both came to
fish, and finally Shengli came forward.



It is even said that this incident has alarmed the big figures in the imperial
capital.

Chapter 796
Ferguson Wu was also involved in this matter, and it was from that time that
Ferguson Wu knew that their third-tier town in Wrilfill was actually surrounded
by a real dragon.

Such a character, Ferguson Wu has long wanted to find a chance to make
friends and get to know him.

Now the opening ceremony of Mufan Real Estate is an excellent opportunity.

Ferguson Wu wanted to take this opportunity to completely make Mark a
friend.

For this reason, he even personally manipulated his pen and ink and wrote a
pair of congratulatory letters to Mu Fan Real Estate Prompt.

But I didn’t expect that Ferguson Wu had counted a thousand fortunes, but he
was the only one who missed his own rebellious son.

After learning from Mark that his son had used his private power to suppress
Mufan’s real estate, Ferguson Wu’s face sank.

He turned around and glared at Wu Yong, and asked angrily, “What the hell is
going on?” “Don’t you want to be honest?!” “Dad, I…”

Wu Yong was obviously panicked, facing his father’s anger. With Majesty, he
replied tremblingly, “I…I just heard reports that Mufan Real Estate is illegally
operated, so I asked Uncle Wang to check it out. As your son, I will maintain
the long-term stability of Wrilfill. , Also my duty, I…



I just want to share your worries for you, dad.

“Wu’s words are very good, but how small his voice is at this time indicates
how guilty he is. However, when Ferguson Wu heard Wu Yong’s words, he
kicked over with anger. Ferguson Wu seemed to be really angry. Now, his leg
strength can be described as huge. Just 80f48c19 kicked Wu Yong from the
hall to the door, the painful Wu shed tears, lying on the ground can not get up.
This scene frightened everyone. Qiu Terrisa and Leonard Chu’s faces turned
pale when they screamed. As for the two best friends, Wang Tian and
Nangong Ling, they stood there trembling, not daring to put a fart. “Worry me?

“I think you are messing up with me!”

“You bastard, how dare you do evil outside in my name?”

“Today, Ferguson Wu, I have to clean up the door!”

“Kick you to death~” “Bad me a big deal!”

The courtyard was dead, and only Ferguson Wu’s anger echoed. After kicking
Wu Yong, Ferguson Wu stepped forward again and kicked him wildly at Wu
Yong. “Dad~” “Don’t~” “Baby is wrong, Babe really dare not dare.”

Up.

“Baby is bewitched by people~” “Dad, please, forgive me~” “I was bewitched
by villain~” “Ah~” Faced with Ferguson Wu’s violent beating, Wu Yong is like a
dog Usually curled up on the ground, holding his head and crying, crying and
crying, and begging for mercy, his nose and tears flowed all over the floor. At
this time, Wu Yong was already embarrassed like a dog, and there was the
slightest arrogance and domineering when facing Li Xueqi and others before.
“Wu City, it’s okay.

” “stop fighting.



“If you fight again, Master will really be beaten to death by you~” “He already
knew that he was wrong.”

Seeing Wu Yong’s nose and face swollen, blood was bleeding from his face,
Wang Donglai and others hurriedly stopped, and then Ferguson Wu pulled it
down. “This beast!”

“I, Ferguson Wu, the wise one, how did I give birth to such a beast whose
success is not enough to fail.”

Ferguson Wu was also flushed with anger and trembling all over. In the end, it
seemed that his heart was softened. After all, Ferguson Wu stopped and
didn’t beat Wu Yong, but was disappointed and couldn’t help sighing.
“Donglai, it’s better for your son.

“

“Loves to study, loves to read, motivates, and doesn’t cause trouble.”

“Compared with Xiaotian, my son is a shit!” Ferguson Wu said with hatred for
iron and steel, gritted his teeth with anger.

His son was praised by others, and Wang Donglai was undoubtedly happy,
and waved his hand pretendingly: “Hey, my Xiaotian is not that good, but it’s
true that it doesn’t cause trouble.”

Chapter 797
“He likes to be quiet, likes to read, I called him just now, and he said he reads
at home. He never participates in such lively occasions, and he doesn’t want
to show the limelight, so naturally he won’t cause trouble for me.”

Wu Yong, it’s not that your uncle said you. In this regard, you will have to learn
from your little brother in the future. If you participate less on such big



occasions, you will naturally avoid trouble and anger your father.” Wang
Donglai said as if showing off. With a complacent look on his face.

But Wu Yong was lying on the ground at this moment, enduring the pain, but
with an inexplicable look, he stared at Wang Tian,   who was not far ahead.

“Huh?” “Wu Yong, what are you looking at? Hurry up and confess your
mistakes to your dad.”

While he was speaking, Wang Dong came to see Wu Yong absent-mindedly
looking away. He was immediately unhappy, thinking that it was indeed. Mud
can’t support the wall. Wu Shi’s son is a waste, but his own son is better. He
loves reading books.

However, Wang Donglai hadn’t been proud of it for long. When he turned his
head, he saw his son Wang Tianlao’s face flushed, standing there like a
goose.

“Ciao!” “Why are you here too?” “Aren’t you bastard reading at home?” Wang
Donglai exploded in an instant, seeing Wang Tian with his old eyes staring!

It was as if someone slapped her face with a slap.

You know, just a second ago, Wang Donglai was still boasting that his son
loves to study and read, and he doesn’t mess with things, so that Wu Yong
should study hard with his son, but who would have thought that this slap in
the face was taken by surprise.

“Dad, I…

“Wang Tian lowered his head, full of trepidation, thinking about how to explain
to his father? However, Wang Donglai didn’t listen, and slapped himself
directly at the bastard, yelling: “My Nima?”

!



“You rebellious son, your courage is getting fatter and fatter, even Master dare
to lie?”

“I was wondering how Wu Yong could contact Wang Lin before.”

“It turns out that it was you, a beast, who matched the bridge.

“You bastard, who would you dare to mess with?”

“See if I won’t kill you today?”

!

“Wang Donglai has been in the society for so many years. He has already
understood many things without saying more. He can guess at a glance. Just
like this Wang Lin, he is Wang Dong’s powerful deputy. It stands to reason
that Wu Yong is. I can’t talk to Wang Lin. It must be my own son who is also a
bastard who also participated in it. With his own reputation, he used his fame
as an embarrassment with Wu. Wang Donglai was undoubtedly furious when
he thought of this. He walked over to Wang Tianbian. It was a violent beating,
so that Wang Tian was like Wu Yong, lying on the ground begging for mercy.
“Dad, I was wrong 162a522f~” …. “I know I was wrong.

“…. “We can’t be blamed entirely on us, we are bewitched by villains.

“It’s all the idea of   the vicious woman in the Qiu family. It was us who
instigated the Qiu family~” Wang Tian was even more persuaded than Wu
Yong. Before he was beaten a few times, he already cried and called his
mother and knelt on the ground begging for mercy. Ferguson Wu stopped
Wang Donglai, and Wang Donglai stopped doing it. “It’s okay, Donglai.

“If you fight again, your son will also be killed by you.”

“He knows he was wrong, so don’t fight.



“Ferguson Wu, just like Wang Donglai persuaded him just now, also
persuaded Wang Dong to come. Wang Donglai’s old face was red. Looking at
Ferguson Wu, he was undoubtedly ashamed, thinking that he was bragging
about his son to Ferguson Wu just now, but now…

“Hey, the godson has no way, and the godson has no way~” Wang Donglai
sighed long.

“Yes, it’s our godson who has no choice.”

Ferguson Wu also shook his head and sighed.

These two are also hard brothers, and both face Mark a little shamelessly at
this time.

Finally, Ferguson Wu turned around and kicked again at Wu Yong: “What are
you damn thing doing in a daze? Why don’t you go over and apologize?”
Where did Wu dare to say half a word, crawling over like a dog and facing
Mark begged for mercy and kept apologizing.

Chapter 798
“Ciao!” “You’re blind.”

“I haven’t seen Wu Yong, why are you still here in a daze?” At this time, Wang
Donglai also kicked over and kicked Wang Tian.

Wang Donglai gritted his teeth with anger as he watched his son like a goose.

I wondered how my fame came to an end and gave birth to such a stupid
son?

!



No wink at all!

After being kicked by his father, Wang Tian naturally didn’t dare to say
anything. He wiped his tears and got up from the ground and ran to Mark
begging for mercy.

Looking at the two people who were still showing off their power before, they
were embarrassed and apologized to Mark like a dog. Everyone was stunned.

There is no doubt that the heart is trembling, almost set off a terrible wave!

I wondered where Mark was so sacred that Ferguson Wu and the others were
so respectful?

Could it be that this seemingly ordinary young man is today, the real big shot?

When everyone was shocked, Mark was still very calm.

Faced with the panic begging for mercy from the two leading sons of
Ferguson Wu and Wang Donglai, Mark did not pay attention to them at first,
and after hanging them for a while.

He just picked up the teacup and took a sip of tea.

Later, Mark turned his head and chuckled at Wu Yong and the two: “Don’t beg
me, it’s my wife that you should beg of.”

“It’s my wife who you should apologize.”

“I’m just a door-in-law. In the countryside, what use is it for you to beg me?”
“The head of Mufan Real Estate is my wife.”

“You beg her!” “Besides, it is my wife who is wronged, and it is my wife who is
arrested. , You owe her, not me.”



“The most you should do is to ask her for forgiveness.”

“Of course, if my wife doesn’t forgive you, then I can’t help.”

Mark said calmly, but with words The chill and icy coldness in it is very vivid.

Obviously, Mark has decided that if his wife does not forgive them, whether
they are sons, Mark will never let it go!

At this time, Wu Yong and Wang Tian had been frightened. They naturally
didn’t dare to disobey Mark’s words, so they turned around and asked Helen
Qiu.

“Ms. Qiu, we have no eyes~” “We were wrong.”

“We are all bewitched by villains.”

“It’s all Terrisa Qiu, it’s the idea of   the Qiu family~” Wang Tian couldn’t take
care of that much now, and poured all the dirty water on Terrisa Qiu and
Leonard Chu’s couple.

After all, Wang Tian is not a fool, he can see that the useless Mufan real
estate that was previously belittled by Terrisa Qiu and others has a big
background.

Otherwise, Ferguson Wu would not be allowed to come to congratulate him!

Wang Tianton felt regretful, and would not have used this muddy water with
Wu before he knew it.

A small house in Mufan not only sent people to worship Noirfork’s rich men,
but even the Wrilfill Municipal Party Committee personally came to
congratulate!



Thinking of this, Wang Tian is undoubtedly more panic.

Chapter 799
“Ms. Qiu, we are really bewitched~” “It was Terrisa Qiu, the Qiu family, who
planted and framed him, said that you are morally corrupt, said that Mufan
real estate is illegally operated, and encouraged us to take action against
you~” In the company hall Wang Tian was crying for mercy there, but Wu
Yong didn’t say a word, but was crying and drooping his head.

However, his silence undoubtedly acquiesced to what Wang Tian said.

After all, Leonard Chu was Wu Yong’s act of betraying his friends, but Wu
Yong still couldn’t do it.

But Wang Tian had no such scruples. If it weren’t for Wu Yong, he and
Leonard Chu would never know each other.

Now that they were bewitched and caused him to cause a catastrophe, Wang
Tian hated Terrisa Qiu and their husbands and wives had both.

Now that he seized the opportunity, Wang Tian naturally spared no effort to
wave dirty water on Terrisa Qiu’s couple.

At this time, the faces of the Qiu family were all pale.

Especially Terrisa Qiu, with a pale face and a panic in her heart.

Obviously, they didn’t expect that things would develop to the present level.

At this time, Ferguson Wu and others’ eyes undoubtedly fell on the Qiu family.

“Terrisa Qiu?” “Qiu’s family?” “Are you guys at Mufan Real Estate?” Ferguson
Wu repeated it in a low voice, then frowned.



But the cold and unhappy words undoubtedly made Simon Qiu and the others
shudder.

“Wu City, misunderstandings, these are all misunderstandings.”

As the chairman of Qiu Shui Logistics, Simon Qiu naturally stood up with a
cold sweat on his face and quickly smiled, “Wu City, these are really
misunderstandings.”

“We QMove Logistics and Mufan Real Estate are a family. This Qiu is always
my niece of Simon Qiu, and her father is my brother.”

“Blood is thicker than water. It is too late for our two companies to get close?
May there be grudges?” “A family?” Ferguson Wu was slightly surprised, and
asked in surprise.

“Yes, Wu Shi, we are a family.”

Jiang Hong also quickly agreed at this time, “If you don’t believe me, you can
ask Helen.”

“When I was a child, I held her to breastfeed?” We all watched her grow up.”

“It’s too late to love her. How could we target her and harm 61a5f551 her?”
“Helen, come here and tell Wu Shi, are you us? My niece, isn’t it the daughter
of our Qiu family?”

Jiang Hong smiled, how cordial Helen shouted at this moment.

Simon Qiu and the others in the Qiu family also changed their previous
disdain and contempt for Helen Qiu and the others, and they stepped forward
to get close to each other, and each one called a niece extremely cordial.

Seeing the Qiu family whose faces changed so quickly, Helen Qiu laughed
and laughed at herself full of heart: “niece?” “How many uncles and aunts, do



you finally remember now that there is still my niece Helen Qiu? “I don’t know,
when you drove me out of Qiu’s house and drove me and Mark out, do you
remember my niece?” “When you stole Mark’s emperor green back then and
repeatedly stumbled upon my Mufan property, you can Remember my niece?”
“Even a few minutes ago, when you laughed at me, ridiculed me, and ruined
me, did you remember my niece?” Helen Qiu’s brows were flushed and she
smiled sadly.

Those questions after a while, just like a golden stone falling to the ground,
clanging in the hall all day long!

Chapter 800
Every word and every sentence hit the depths of the souls of the Qiu family
like a sword, but it was deafening!

For a while, the Qiu family’s faces flushed, and their faces were green and
white.

When Helen Qiu asked these words directly, they were speechless and could
not say a word.

In the end, Simon Qiu explained bitterly: “Helen, the previous thing was that
we did not do well, and we misunderstood you. But we are all a family, let’s
close the door and solve it by ourselves. The ugliness of the family should not
be exposed. “Wu City is here now, you quickly say something nice to our Qiu
Family.”

At this time, Simon Qiu’s posture is very low, and his tone of voice is almost
begging.

Where is the slightest arrogance and disdain when facing Helen Qiu’s family
before.



After all, now their Qiu family encourages Wu Yong and others to do
something wrong, he is really afraid that Ferguson Wu and the others will be
angry to their Qiu family.

The only way right now is to count on Helen Qiu to help them speak nicely
and get through the disaster.

“Let me tell you something good?” “Uncle, when you say this, your heart will
not hurt?” “You forgot how you deceived and insulted me?” You want to kill my
Mufan property!” “Now, you are asking me to plead kindly to a group of
executioners who deceived me?” “I really don’t know, is it because you are too
stupid, or do you think I am Qiumu? Helen is stupid?” Helen Qiu sneered. She
listened to Simon Qiu and others, as if she had heard the funniest jokes in the
world. She really didn’t know. How did the Qiu family have a face to say these
words?

“Helen, are you really so cruel, regardless of the slightest affection?” Simon
Qiu and others asked sadly when they heard Helen Qiu’s words.

Helen Qiu sneered: “Uncle, I remember the last time you invited Wang
Xingduo to dinner and asked the security to drive me and Mark out, you
taught me that shopping malls are like battlefields. There is no such thing as
love at all.”

You don’t know this. What kind of business do you still have, what kind of
boss?” “At the beginning, you told me this, now, I will give you these again!”
After saying that, Helen Qiu stopped. After paying attention to Simon Qiu and
others, he turned to look at Ferguson Wu, and begged: “Wu City, Qiu Shui
Logistics maliciously seriously injured Mu Fan, planted and framed me, please
Wu City, be fair!” Ferguson Wu nodded, “Okay.”

“Don’t worry, Mr. Qiu, I will give you justice.”

After he nodded and agreed, Ferguson Wu immediately said to Wang Dong:
“Donglai, now send people to QMove Logistics to check their fire safety and



whether they are involved in illegal production and operation. And other illegal
and criminal activities.”

“In addition, send the tax department to the Qiu family to check if there is any
tax evasion or tax evasion in Qiu Shui Logistics.”

“Once it is found, severely punish it!” When the person’s face is brushed, it will
turn white.

Especially Terrisa Qiu, panicked at the time, her expression trembled with
panic.

You know, which company is most afraid of is undoubtedly the strict inspection
by the regulatory authorities.

Even if there is no problem, they will definitely find the problem for you.

What’s more, is Autumn Water Logistics really clean?

of course not!

Just a few months after Helen Qiu left Qiu’s family, Terrisa Qiu unscrupulously
made false accounts, using various unclean methods to take millions from the
company’s accounts.

As for tax evasion, Terrisa Qiu did nothing less.

This designation is one check one accurate!

At that time, Terrisa Qiu and other senior leaders of Qiu Shui Logistics were
undoubtedly all frightened and frightened.



They did not expect that they thought that they would take this to severely hit
the Qiu Shui logistics, but they did not expect that stealing chickens would not
lose the rice, but put them in a dangerous situation in the Qiu Shui logistics!

In panic, Terrisa Qiu, Simon Qiu and others hurriedly looked at the old man:
“Old man, don’t just look at it, do you say something?” “You are Helen’s
grandfather, you beg her, she will definitely listen to you “Let her persuade Wu
Shi~”


